CafeOBJ is a wide spectrum formal spec$cation language based on multiple logical foundations: mainly initial and hidden algebra. A wide range of systems can be specijied in CafeOBJ thanks to its multiple logical foundations. However, distributed real-time systems happen to be excluded from targets of CafeOBJ. In this papec we propose a method of modeling and verifying such systems based on CafeOBJ, together with timed evolution of UNITY computational models.
Introduction
CafeOBJ [2, 41 is a wide spectrum formal specification language based on multiple logical foundations: mainly initial and hidden algebra. A wide range of systems can be specified in CafeOBJ thanks to its multiple logical foundations. Not only are static aspects of systems specified in terms of initial algebra, but dynamic aspects of systems are also specified in terms of hidden algebra.
Besides, CafeOBJ can be applied to distributed systems.
We have done some case studies[ 10, 1 1, 121. In the case studies, distributed systems are modeled as UNITY [3] computational models and the models are described in CafeOBJ. Since the CafeOBJ system can be used as an interactive theorem prover, we have verified that the distributed systems have some desirable properties with the help of the CafeOBJ system. However, distributed real-time systems happen to be excluded from targets of CafeOBJ. Most of the crucial systems fielded in the real world are distributed real-time systems such as flight control systems and patient monitoring systems. Hence it is very important to include such systems as targets of CafeOBJ. On the other hand, distributed real-time systems would be specified from various points of view in CafeOBJ, which we believe is also very meaningful.
In this paper, we propose a method of modeling and verifying distributed real-time systems based on CafeOBJ, together with timed evolution of UNITY computational models called TBCMS. In the method, such systems are modeled as TBCMS, the models are described in CafeOBJ, and it is verified that the systems have some desirable properties with the help of the CafeOBJ systems. Two examples are used to present the method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, UNITY computational models are reformulated in the same manner as the definition of fair transition systems [9] . The reformulated ones are called BCMs. We also describe how to specify BCMS in CafeOBJ using an example (asynchronous data sending problem). In Sect. 3, timed evolution of BCMS called TBCMs is described. The example constrained by timing is modeled as a TBCM, the TBCM is described in CafeOBJ, and it is verified that the system has a property with the help of the CafeOBJ system. Section 4 describes another example (Fischer's protocol). Section 5 finally concludes the paper.
Description of distributed systems in
CafeOB J
Basic computational models: transition systems
UNITY computational models are reformulated in the same manner as the definition of fair transition systems [9] . 
for some T E 7 . 
.} such that si+l = T ( s~) .
A state of S is called reachable if it appears in a computation of S .
How to specify distributed systems in CafeOBJ
CafeOBJ [2, 41 is mainly based on two logical foundations: initial and hidden algebra. Initial algebra is used to specify abstract data types, and hidden algebra [5] 
Example: asynchronous data sending problem
As an example, let us consider an asynchronous data sending problem: a sender repeatedly sends natural numbers one by one from zero in increasing order to a receiver via a cell. The sender puts a natural number into the cell, and the receiver gets the natural number from the cell if the cell is not empty.
We first model this system as a BCM. A number of variables and transition rules depend on which level of detail the system gets specified at. Here we use four variables and two transition rules to model the system. The four variables are empty, content, data, and list. The cell is represented by empty and content. If the cell is empty, (the value of) empty is true, and otherwise empty is false and content is the natural number in the cell. .The natural number sent next by the sender is represented by data. If the receiver gets a natural number from the cell, it puts the number into a list at the end. The list is represented by list that is mainly needed to verify that the system constrained by timing has a safety property (described later). The initial values of empty, content, data, and list are true, unspecified, zero, and nil. The two transition rules are send and rec that correspond to that the sender puts a natural number into the cell and that the receiver gets a natural number from the cell, respectively. send is always effective, and rec is effective if and only if the cell is non-empty.
We then describe the BCM modeling the system in CafeOBJ. The main part of the signature is as follows: We have three sets of equations in the specification: one for any initial state, and the others for the two actions.
The equations defining any initial state are as follows:
Since the cell is initially empty, the initial value of content is not specified, namely that we have no equation for content in any initial state.
The equations defining how a state of the BCM changes if transition rule send is executed in the state are as follows: eq empty(send(S)) = false . eq content (send(S) = data(S) .
eq data(send(S))
= inc(data(S)) eq list(send(S) ) = list(S) .
where S is a CafeOBJ variable whose sort is Sys. These equations indicate that if send is executed in a state, then empty is set to false, content is set to the old value of data, data is incremented, and list is left unchanged.
The equations defining how a state of the BCM changes if transition rule rec is executed in the state are as follows: In conditions of conditional equations, == is used in lieu of = for equality. In a state where empty is false, if rec is executed, then empty is set to true and the old value of content is put into list at the end. In a state where empty is true, even if rec is executed, nothing changes. In any state, content and data are left unchanged even if rec is executed. In the system specified now, the receiver may not receive all the natural numbers sent by the sender. A computation corresponding to the case in which the receiver only receives odd numbers is as follows: init, send (init), send(send(init)), rec(send(send(init))),
Description of distributed real-time systems in CafeOBJ

Timed evolution of basic computational models
By introducing clock variables, BCMS are evolved into computational models that can deal with timing. The computational models are called timed evolution of basic computational models, or TBCMs. 
How to specify distributed real-time systems in CafeOBJ
Let us consider the asynchronous data sending problem again. By giving lower and upper bounds to some transition rules, the system is made reliable, namely that no natural number sent by the sender is lost.
Basically the system is modeled as before. In addition to the four variables and two transition rules, however, five clock variables and a set of time advancing transition rules 
content(rec(S)) = content(S) . eq data(rec(S))
= data(S) .
ceq list(rec(S))
= put(list(S),content(S)) if empty(S) == false .
= list(S) if empty(S) == true .
eq now(rec(S))
= now(S) .
eq l(rec(S))
= 1 ( S ) .
ceq u(rec(S))
= oo if empty(S) == false .
= u ( S ) if empty(S) == true . eq empty(tick(S,D)) = empty(S) .
eq content(tick(S,D)) = content(S) . eq data(tick(S,D))
eq list(tick(S,D))
= list(S) .
ceq now(tick(S,D))
= now(S) + D if nowl.5) + D <= u ( s ) .
= now(S) if u ( S ) < now(S) + D .
eq l(tick(S,D))
= l(S) .
eq u(tick(S,D))
= U ( S ) .
now gets advanced but does not go beyond u r e c .
t r u e . '' because dg,"" < dz:d.
Note that we have another equation "eq d2 <: d l =
How to verify distributed real-time systems with CafeOBJ
Properties to prove in this paper are safety ones. If a property holds in any reachable state of a TBCM, the property is called safety and the TBCM has the safety property. Since any transition rule does not break safety properties, safety properties are often interpreted as saying that some particular bad thing never happens. Proofs that a TBCM has a safety property can be done by structural induction on transition rules. We first confirm that the property candidate holds in any initial state, and then, that the property candidate is preserved by every transition rule. The CafeOBJ system can be used as an interactive theorem prover, and such proofs can be done with the help of the CafeOBJ system.
We prove that the system that has just been specified has the safety property that no natural number sent by the sender is lost. More precisely, the following claim is shown. 
One more example: Fischer's protocol
We use one more example to demonstrate the proposed method. The example used is Fischer's protocol. Discrete variable turn corresponds to turn in the algorithm, and loci shows the location at which process i is. The condition on which try, (testi, seti, checki, exiti, or reseti) gets effective is that loci is location a (b, c, d, cs, or e).
Fischer's protocol
Since the minimum and maximum delays of try;, testi, ex&, and reseti are 0 and 00, respectively, their lower and upper bounds are not used. Besides, the minimum delay of seti is 0, and the maximum delay of checki is 00. Thus, Iset, and Ucheck, are not used either. As shown in the algorithm, the maximum delay of seti is d l and the minimum delay of checki is d2. Hence, we use two sets of clock variables { u s e t , } and { l c h e c k , } , where 1 5 i 2 N.
We also use one more clock variable now and a set of transition rules {tick, I r E R+}.
Specification of Fischer's protocol in CafeOB J
The main part of the signature is as follows: We have eight sets of equations in the specification: one for any initial state, and the others for the seven actions. In this paper, three sets of equations are presented: one for any initial state, and the others for set and check. In the specification, S, I, and J are CafeOBJ variables whose sorts are S y s , NzNat, and NzNat, respectively.
eq turn(init) = 0 . eq loc(init.1) = a .
eq now(init) = 0 .
eq l(init.1) = 0 . eq u(init,I) = 00 .
Since seti and checki for any process i E (1,. . . , N } are not effective in any initial state, U s e t , and lcheck; for any i E { 1, . . . , N} are initially set to 0 and 00, respectively. If checki is executed in a state in which it is effective and icheck, 5 now, loci is set to location cs or b depending on whether turn is i or not. In both cases, lcheck, is set to 0 because checki gets ineffective after the execution. The other variables are left unchanged.
Verification of Fischer's protocol with CafeOB J
We show that Fischer's protocol satisfies mutual exclusion, namely that more than one process never enters its critical section simultaneously. Before the main claim is shown, two sub-claims are shown. 
Prooj
The claim is vacuously true in any initial state. Then, the claim is shown to be preserved by every transition rule. We prove this in the same way as the previous proof. In this paper, we present two cases which prove that seti and checki for any i E { 1, . . . , N } preserve the claim. 
The claim is initially true. Then, the claim is shown to be preserved by every transition rule. We prove it in the same way as the previous proofs. In this paper, we present the two cases for seti and checki for any i E (1,. . . , N } .
First we show that seti for any i preserves the claim. It is sufficient to consider a state in which loci = c. The case is divided into two sub-cases: 1) there exists a process k at location cs or e, and 2) there exists no such a process.
In case (I) , there exists no process at location c from the hypothesis, which contradicts the assumption that loci = c.
In case (2), since execution of seti does not change locj for any process j except i, all we have to do is to show that process i moves to location b after the execution. (1) and (2) as well.
In case (l), turn = k (# i) from the hypothesis. Since checki does not change turn and locj for any process j except i, all that is needed is to show that loci is set to location 
Concluding remarks
The definition of a TBCM is mainly affected by specification and verification of distributed real-time systems with TLA[l] and with U 0 automata [8] , and also by clocked transition systems [7] . How to describe a TBCM in CafeOBJ is similar to general timed automata described in [8] .
The asynchronous data sending problem is a simplified version of the lossy-queue example presented in [ 11. Fischer's protocol was designed by M.Fischer. It has been used to demonstrate that formal methods can reason about timing-based systems. Proofs that it has mutual exclusion are presented in [ 1, 7, 81. They are similar to our proof.
The two examples given in this paper are probably the first attempt to specify distributed real-time systems in CafeOBJ and verify their (safety) properties with the help of the CafeOBJ system.
The proofs presented in this paper comprise CafeOBJ proof scores and narrative explanations. That is, formalities and informalities are mingled together. Such proof styles may be called semi-formal, which has been advocated by Goguen and is adopted in the UCSD Tatami project [6, 131. But, distributed real-time systems are out of the scope of the project.
